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The Grantham Children-Learning Pack!
Introduction!
• This pack is aimed particularly at Primary Key Stage 2, but is adaptable also to be used as a teaching tool
for mainly speaking and listening work with Key Stage 1 children.!
• It is designed to be used as a focus of investigation and learning on a visit to Newby Hall, but there are a
great number of additional activities which can be used as extension material back in school.!
• The pack takes a cross-curricular approach and is designed to encourage children not just to think about
the painting itself, but also about the lives of the Grantham children in comparison with their own.!
• Among the curriculum areas explored through this pack are; Mathematics, ICT, English, Art and Design,
History, Geography and Music.!
• We know a great deal about the lives of the Grantham Children and their parents thanks to the extensive
correspondence which took place between them all. This is now in the care of the West Yorkshire Archive
in Leeds, and my sincere thanks go to them for all their help with my research for this project.!
• Sheets with the Observe* Investigate* Think* Create heading in red are for direct use with children.!
• The cover sheet can be projected or printed and used as reference for work done in school.!
• There is a considerable amount of background material incorporated in the pack, and a wide range of
activities too…please do feel free to pick and choose the parts that are most appropriate to the group(s)
you are working with.
Jo York 2014
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Picture Detectives!
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2.
1. Who had a feather in their
cap?!

4.
4. Who is wearing this !
dress?

2. Which children are holding!
the garland of flowers?

3. Whose jacket is this?

6

5.
5.Who is this and can
you guess what she is holding?

6.Who is this with
flowers in their hair?

7. There is a butterfly hidden in the picture, can you find it and which two children is it between?
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THINK: This group !
portrait is of the
children of Sir Thomas
Robinson, who owned
Newby Hall.!
Why do you think Sir
Thomas and his wife
had this portrait
painted?!

OBSERVE: Look very carefully at
the picture, trying to run your eyes
over the whole piece.!
What are your first impressions?!
Do you like it?!
Imagine that you have to describe
the painting to someone who has
never seen it-write a list of
descriptive words and phrases that
you would use…!
My Word Bank:

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

If Sir Thomas was
alive today, what
would he do to record
his children…(Clue:
what do your parents
do?)

OBSERVE: Use the box above to make a plan of the picture, showing everything you
can find…it helps to add notes and colours, or even a key!

Introducing the children- they are from left to right:

THOMAS* FRANCES* MARY* THERESA* FREDERICK* ANNE
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INVESTIGATE: You are a Picture
Detective, and your task is to deduce as
much as you can about the picture…
Use these questions to start you off:!
What do you think the children are like?
What are there personalities, interests
and likes? Is this a real or imaginary
place? Are the family wealthy or poor,
happy or sad?!
Find evidence in the picture to support
your ideas..

OBSERVE: !
When artists paint pictures, the things
they really want us to notice are called
focal points…what do you think Van
Meytens particularly wanted us to notice
in this picture?!

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

COLOURS: Martin Van Meytens used many
colours in his picture…Use some art
materials to try to find as many colours as
you can and match them as accurately as
possible. Do you think his colour choice tells us
anything?

TECHNIQUES: This portrait is painted
with oil paints. We don’t use oil paints in
school as they are difficult to clean up
and pictures can take months to dry out,
which isn’t very practical….Van Meytens
painted with very fine brush strokes
which are barely detectable, and
allowed him to show very tiny details as
in the lace trims of the dresses.

How old are they? Look at each of the children and guess how old they are…write the number in the box after their picture, then
check the correct ages with your teacher…how good were your guesses? Did you think they were older or younger than they actually are?
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Picture Detectives!!
Look carefully at the
following list of places in
Europe, some of which
are important in the
story of this painting.!
By using internet
research and maps in
books, see how many of
the dots you can match
up to place names, and
write the correct number
on the map…!
1. Hovingham!
2. Vienna!
3. Stockholm!
4. Belfast!
5. Edinburgh!
6. Paris!
7. Madrid!
8. Rome!
9. Aberdeen!
10.Dublin!
11.Lisbon!
12.Malaga!
13.Brussels!
14.Marseille!
15.Amsterdam!
16.Oslo!
17.Milan!
18.Prague!
19.Berlin!
20.Copenhagen!
21.Frankfurt!
22.Bern!

Map showing part
of Europe

North !
Atlantic!
Ocean

North Sea

* The Map of Europe
has changed a lot
since the mid
eighteenth century.
See if you can find
a historic map and
spot the
differences…!

!

Write down below
any changes that you
have noticed, or add
them to the map if
you prefer.!

!
!
Mediterranean Sea

!
!

23.Barcelona!
24.London!
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Activity: Design your own mid 18th Century !
fashion, using the templates on this page, or by!
drawing your own. Get ideas by looking carefully!
at details in the painting and by researching online…!
add colours and patterns and your own notes about!
fabrics and ideas…you can even stick on small !
samples of fabric, threads or ribbons etc…
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invented. See if you can work out what any of the pictures might mean, and then devise your own picture code.
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*
What do you thinks this tells us about their relationship?

*The letter is very old, and so the paper has discoloured making it quite hard to read.
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Background Information for Teachers:!
• The Parents: father- Sir Thomas Robinson, who later became the First Lord Grantham (1695-1770)!
mother- Frances Worsley of Hovingham
(1716-1750)!
There is a portrait of each of the parents, either side of the Grantham Children Portrait.!
Sir Thomas became a diplomat and later MP after a degree from Cambridge University. Frances Worsley came from a land owning !
family from nearby Hovingham(near Kirkbymoorside, North Yorkshire), and was the great granddaughter of Oliver Cromwell.!
Sir Thomas became the Ambassador to the Royal Court of Empress Maria Theresa in Vienna, and this portrait was painted whilst the !
family were living there. He was appointed by King George II, who was so pleased with his work that he gave him a gift of £1000 and a
pay rise to a salary of £8.00 per day, which was a great deal of money in those days!!
There is ample evidence that they were a very loving and affectionate family, as demonstrated in the hundreds of letters which Sir
Thomas wrote to his children, and they to him and to each other!!

!

• The Artist: Martin Van Meytens II (1695-1770)-an exact contemporary of Lord Grantham.!
Martin Van Meytens II was born in Stockholm, Sweden, the son of a painter. He specialised in portraits and spent most of his career
working at the Royal Court of Empress Maria Theresa in Vienna, where he was an official Court Painter. He painted many members of the
Royal family there and also visiting Royalty and Diplomats. This portrait was painted during the time that Sir Thomas was Ambassador in
Vienna. The portrait is painted using very fine brushstrokes which are barely visible, in oil paints.!
Van Meytens was very well thought of, and regarded as a person with ‘very many personal virtues’.!

!

• Brief Historical Context!
George II was on the British throne, and became the last British monarch to lead his troops into battle.!
Mid 18th Century England was a time of great change, with the Agricultural Revolution meaning huge changes in the countryside and the
beginning of people moving to the towns and cities looking for work. Land was being enclosed and Robert Bakewell was breeding his
enormous pigs! Only the very wealthy had access to indoor plumbing and most water was not safe to drink, so the poor drank weak ale
called ‘small beer’, while the wealthy had wine and the fashionable and expensive tea and coffee. Even modest families had a maid of all
work, and wealthy families such as the Granthams would have employed dozens of servants or more! In England there was no
compulsory schooling, although Dame schools gave access to a very basic education for some poor children…in practise though most
children from poor families were sent to work at a very young age. Wealthy and middle class children were often educated at home by a
governess or tutor, although boys typically went off to boarding school at around the age of 8. Boys’ education concentrated on Latin and
Greek, whilst girls were encouraged to study fashionable accomplishments such as; music, drawing, painting, poetry and French.
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Mid 18th Century Fashion!
• In the middle part of the 18th Century, men wore powdered wigs and a tricorne hat. They had a linen shirt with frills at the wrist
and the neck, silk stockings and knee breeches. On top of this came a long waistcoat and a knee length coat with a full skirt.
Black leather shoes with large buckles were very fashionable.!
• Women wore a full length dress with a full skirt, supported by hoops or panniers underneath. They wore a petticoat and corset
which was tightly laced together. A triangular piece called a stomacher was very fashionable and often ornately decorated. Gowns
were made from silks,satins, linen and chintz, which was a very fashionable fabric with elaborate flower prints, imported from
India. Dresses were decorated with fine embroidery,flowers, ribbons, jewels and lace. Fashionable women wore a full length cape
trimmed with fur, when they went outside, and for riding a similar outfit to the men was worn-a knee length coat over a full length
dress, topped off by a tricorne hat.!
• Children didn’t really have a separate fashion. Poor families would cut down and adapt and reuse old clothes belonging to adults.
In wealthy families, children had clothes that were very similar to those of their parents. There were a few differences though, in
that their clothes were simpler and less ornately decorated, and also comprised fewer layers.
The children are from left to right:-!

!

Thomas, also known as Tom, the
eldest child and heir. He was
aged 9 when the portrait
was painted.!

!

Frances, often called Fanny and
eldest girl, was about 8 years
old .

Mary who is also sometimes referred to !
as Molly, was about 4 years old when !
this portrait was painted.

Theresa, also sometimes referred to
as Theresia, (german version) or
Therese (french version), was 3
years old.!

!

Frederick was the younger son and
youngest child. He was nicknamed
Fritz, and was about a year to
eighteen months old when this
picture was painted.!
On the far right is Anne, often called
Nanny by the family. She is about 5
years old in the painting and was
the longest lived of all the Grantham
children.
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Background on the Six Grantham Children:!
* Six children was about the average family size although many were even larger. Infant and child mortality was a huge problem
even in wealthy families in which children were well cared for and had access to medical treatment, such as it was at the time.!

!

• Thomas (Tom, Tommy to his friends)- Born on the 30th of November 1738 in Vienna, and died on the 20th of July 1786. Tom
became the second Lord Grantham after the death of his father. He was sent away to boarding school at Westminster School,
and then did a degree at Cambridge University like his father before him. He went on the Grand Tour after completing his
studies; this was a tour of important cities and antiquities in Europe, considered to be a vital part of a young man’s education.
We know from his letters that he loved travelling and particularly enjoyed Rome and Turin and Switzerland too. Like his father
he became an Ambassador, in his case to the Court of Spain, and also an MP. He married Lady Mary Jemima Grey Yorke and
had 3 sons…The letters also show that he was quite greedy and always looking for a higher salary!!
• Frances (Fanny)-Born in Vienna in 1739 and died in 1758, aged only 19 in London. Frances always had problems with her
health and was very prone to suffering with bad fevers.!
Family letters are always talking about Fanny’s health and show a real concern between the siblings. She loved to dance, but !
was rather quiet and avoided crowds. Above all though, she loved to go horse-riding and whenever she was well enough, would !
get up early so that she could be out riding, often by six o’clock in the morning!!
• Mary (Molly)-Mary was born in 1743 in Vienna, and died aged just 8 years old in London in 1751. Because she died so young
we know very little of Mary…the letters reveal how close the siblings were, and she is not really mentioned. Perhaps it was
simply too painful to think of her?!
• Theresa (Theresia, Therese)-Theresa was born in Vienna on the first of January 1744, and died on the 21st December 1775.!
Theresa was a very creative person who loved to draw. She was a prolific letter writer, writing many many affectionate letters to !
her father and her siblings especially. Their father made sure that his daughters had tuition in all the areas that interested them, !
so she had a drawing master to teach her…she invented a beautifully illustrated ‘picture’ code, which can be seen in the letter !
she wrote to Fritz. Theresa married John Parker who became the first Lord Borringdon. She sadly died shortly after the birth of!
one of her children, aged only 30.!
• Frederick (Fritz)- Frederick was born on 11th October 1746 in Vienna and died in London in 1792. Like his father and brother
before him, Frederick studied at Cambridge University and became a lawyer and then MP for Ripon. He married Catherine but
they had no children….he made up for this by his devotion to his siblings’ children. He too had many health problems and
particularly suffered from Gout. Frederick became the head of the family after the death of his older brother Tom, and also
became the guardian for Theresa’s children after her death. The letters show how much he was loved by all the family, although
Theresa wrote to tell him off for not writing frequently enough with his news when he was away at university.!
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!

Background on the Six Grantham Children continued:!

* Anne (Nanny, as she was affectionately known by the family)- Born in 1742 and died in 1828.!
Anne never married, but was at the very heart of the family; constantly corresponding in her beautiful hand-writing, letters that !
showed her kindness and affectionate character, and kept everyone in touch. When Theresa died, she moved in to Anne’s!
house in Saltram, Devon in order that she could care for her children. Thomas Robinson, sought to take care of his unmarried !
daughter and left her an annuity (annual income) of £6,000 in his will. She was the last surviving of the first Lord Grantham’s !
children and reached the ripe old age of 86!!

!
*
!
!

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*!

Picture Detectives!-Solutions:!
1.Frederick, also known as Fritz.!
2.Theresa and Fritz.!
3.Thomas, Tom.!
4.Mary, also known as Molly.!
5.Anne, also known as Nanny. Anne is holding a toy made up of a cup and ball on a string, to practise catching.!
6.Frances, also known as Fanny.!
7.The butterfly is in the background, almost exactly half way between Frances and Mary.!

!
!
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Map of Europe: Solutions:!
Brussels

Aberdeen

Map showing
part of Europe

Frankfurt
Oslo

Edinburgh
Belfast

Stockholm
Copenhagen

Dublin
Amsterdam

Hovingham
Bristol

Berlin

London

Prague

Paris
Vienna

Madrid

Milan
Rome

Lisbon

Malaga

Bern

Barcelona

Marseille
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INVESTIGATE: You are a Picture
Detective, and your task is to deduce
as much as you can about the
picture… Use these questions to start
you off: What do you think the children
are like? What are there personalities,
interests and likes? Is this a real or
imaginary place? Are the family
wealthy or poor, happy or sad? Find
evidence in the picture to support your
ideas..Not necessarily right or wrong
answers…impressions about
characters and personalities from
faces and body language. Very
wealthy family:-commissioning a
portrait only available to rich/ richness
of the clothes; fine silks and satins,
jewels, lace etc…clothes made for
individual children, not hand-medowns. They have flowers-garlands
and flowers in the hair. They have a
pet dog…poor families might keep a
dog in the country, but it would be a
working animal-this is a pampered
pet. Anne is holding a ball and cup
toy…toys only really available to the
rich except for some very crude handmade items. setting: Grounds of the
Schonbrunn Palace in Vienna.
Age!
9

Age!
8

OBSERVE: !
When artists paint pictures, the things they
really want us to notice are called focal
points…what do you think Van Meytens
particularly wanted us to notice in this
picture?!
Focal Points:- The children themselves are
the focal points-the picture is all about
them, and especially their faces.The
background above the heads is dark,
which helps their pale faces to stand out.!
TECHNIQUES: This portrait is painted with
oil paints. We don’t use oil paints in school
as they are difficult to clean up and
pictures can take months to dry out, which
isn’t very practical….Van Meytens painted
with very fine brush strokes which are
barely detectable, and allowed him to
show very tiny details as in the lace trims
of the dresses.!
——————————————————!
Their expressions seem to show a very
happy and affectionate, close-knit family,
which is very much born out by the family
letters. It is not accidental that Tom is on
the left, and largest and most prominent.
As the heir he would have highest status.

Age!
4

Age!
3

COLOURS: Martin Van Meytens used many
colours in his picture…Use some art
materials to try to find as many colours as
you can and match them as accurately as
possible. Do you think his colour choice tells us
anything?!

!!
!!
!!

Colours- are bright and vibrant especially on
the children’s clothes. This reinforces their
wealth and status as the children of an
ambassador. There are lots of white trims
including lace, and gold brocade too. The
bright red fabric on the ground behind the
right hand children looks vibrant and
contrasts with the dull brown and green
shades used in the background.!
Thomas is dressed in blue, which is only
used on his coat, apart from touches in the
sky…this singles him out again, and
reinforces the idea that he is the important
one.

Age!
1

Age!
5

How old are they? The interesting thing is that most people will guess they are older than they are…maybe this is partly due to the formal clothes !
and grown up poses?
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Extension Activities:!
• Mathematics and ICT-There are 6 children in this family, which was about average for families at this time. Survey and record
how many children there are in each family in your class…turn the data into a chart or graph. What is the average family size
today in your class? Can you find out what the average is nationally?!
• Mathematics and ICT- The first names of the Grantham children were popular names at the time. Some of the names are still
popular now. Find out which of these names are still popular today? Make a survey of first names in your school (could be Key
stage in the case of a large school?).Work out which are the most popular names for girls and for boys and find a way of
showing your findings as a graph or chart.!
• ICT research- Three jobs or professions are central to this painting; Ambassador, Member of Parliament, Portrait Painter…Find
the name of someone who is doing each of these jobs today, and then find out at least three interesting things about each of
them and what they do.!
• Art and Design and ICT Research -Find out about mid 18th Century Fashion(there is some introductory information in the
teachers’ pack)….Google images is a great place to start! Use the template provided to design your own costumes…or draw
your own! Add colours, textures, pattern and details…stick on pieces of thread, scraps of fabric etc for greater interest.!
• English- Creative writing/Composition-writing about people’s lives-Imagine you are one of the children…Write about yourself;
what you like to do, personality, your family, your life and interests…what do you want to do when you grow up.(The teachers’
pack tells you what we know about their adult lives….children now have much more freedom to decide what they do-explore…)!
• Geography-Look at the European Map provided…find out where the named places are and work out which places were
important in the lives of The Grantham Children? There are excellent examples of historic maps of Vienna available online,
explore these and then compare with modern day Vienna by searching on Google Earth.!
• History-George II was on the throne at the time this picture was painted. Find out at least three interesting facts about him and
his reign? He was the last British reigning monarch to lead his troops into battle-find out when and where this happened?( This
was at the Battle of Dettingen-on the river Main in Germany…his forces defeated the French army in 1743).!
• Music- George Friedrich Handel was composing around the time that the painting was made…listen to some music by Handel
for instance, ‘The Music For the Royal Fireworks’ and discuss in small groups how it makes you feel.!
• Art and Design- William Hogarth painted an intriguingly similar group portrait of a family of children at around the same time
(1742). This painting is in the National Gallery and can be found very easily online. Explore the picture and decide which group
portrait you prefer…think about and give reasons for your preference?!
• Art and Design- Working in groups, try to recreate a similar group portrait…use dressing up clothes and fabrics to give a similar
look. Pose the group as in the portrait and take photographs to record. Make your own paintings if time allows.!
• History-The Grantham Portrait was painted in 1747, name at least three important things that happened in or around this date.
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Note to Teachers and Group Leaders!
Suggestions:-!

!

• What to Bring-If possible bring an A4 clipboard per person…if you don't have enough of these, stiff
card cut to slightly over A4 size works very well. Either way I suggest each child has a copy of the
first worksheet (with a box to draw a plan of the picture…the box has exactly the right proportions
which makes this activity much easier), the second one with three columns: INVESTIGATE *
OBSERVE * COLOURS, and some spare drawing paper. They also need a drawing pencil and
some coloured pencils for making colour swatches. a good tip is to encourage them to overlay
coloured pencil shading in different colours to make more colour variations. This is a useful skill to
practise and produces many more colours from a standard pack of pencils.!

!

• The Picture Detectives activity can be done either during a visit or back in school using the front
cover ‘print’ of the painting as reference.!

!

• Make the most of the Woodland Walk and gardens..ideal for exploring and perfect for drawing
outside…bring digital cameras, and ask children to record something that interests them every 10
paces or so. This framework is surprisingly effective and often produces a wonderful set of
images…children could select a series of photos to depict their journey around the gardens as part
of extension work, and present this as a slideshow.!

